**About M.W. Watermark™**

M.W. Watermark™ is a leading manufacturer and supplier of water and wastewater equipment, parts and service commonly utilized in surface finishing operations.

We’ve grown into a leader in the industry and our product offering has expanded significantly.

M.W. Watermark manufactures and sells new and rebuilt filter presses, clarifiers, sludge dryers, polymer blenders, oil coalescing separators and DAFs – and also manufactures custom filter press cloths in-house.

This is in addition to providing parts and service for all these different types of equipment.

We also carry a wide variety of aftermarket accessories for your filter press, including spatulas, cloth installation tools and bulk bags.

**Why M.W. Watermark™?**

M.W. Watermark™ is more than just what we manufacture and sell, or how we do it. We always try to focus on why we do what we do.

Below is our “why” statement, which our entire staff embraces and drives the vision for our company.

____________

*M.W. Watermark wants to make a difference. We are passionate about the world’s water. We are innovative, focused on customer service and always try to exceed expectations. We are an environmentally conscious company with people who are energized, encouraged and inspired to make a difference on our planet by helping to keep our shared, finite water supply clean and usable for generations to come. We build amazing, custom water and wastewater treatment equipment.*

Together, we can make a difference.

____________

If you would like to learn more about how M.W. Watermark can help you make a difference in your business, please visit our website or contact our Sales and Service team.
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